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County to Implement Social Security 
Number Truncation Program  

Clerk Recorder’s Office to Start Collecting Additional Fee 
To Secure Resident’s Personal Information  

 

SAN JOSE, CALIF.— Effective January 1, 2008 recording fees in the Santa Clara County-Clerk 

Recorder’s office will include a one dollar additional fee for recording the first page of every 

instrument, paper or notice required or permitted to be recorded.  The fee will be used directly for the 

implementation and ongoing operation of its Social Security Number Truncation Program, a State 

mandated legislation that provides protection against identity theft by limiting the exposure of social 

security numbers contained in public records. 

 

“Residents in Santa Clara County who need to record any document will have an additional protection 

with the Social Security Number Truncation Program,” said Supervisor Don Gage, Chair of the County 

of Santa Clara Board of Supervisors, “Identity theft can be devastating and we support any action that 

helps our residents protect their identity and their assets.”   

 

The legislation allows the one dollar fee to be in effect between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 

2017, unless reauthorized by the County Board of Supervisors. The funds generated by this fee shall be 

used by the County-Clerk Recorder collecting the fee, for the purpose of implementing a social 

security number truncation program. 

 

 

     -more- 
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“The fee will be well used to help prevent a crime with widespread consequences,” said Supervisor Liz 

Kniss, Vice Chair of the Board’s Finance and Government Committee. “The new legislation is a tool 

that will help us protect our residents from identity theft.”   

 

Established by Assembly Bill 1168, the Social Security Number Truncation Program directs local 

agencies to redact (to edit or revise the document by obscuring a portion of the social security number 

thereby producing a public record, which is the edited version of the official record) social security 

numbers from records before disclosing them to the public. It requires that county recorders implement 

a social security number truncation program in order to create an electronic public record version of 

each official record. The public records will be an exact copy of the official records, except that any 

social security number contained in the public record shall be truncated by redacting the first five digits 

of that number. At a minimum, these provisions would apply to any document recorded since January 

1, 1980.  For each official record recorded on or after January 2008, the program requires that the 

County-Clerk Recorder creates a copy of that record in an electronic format and truncate any social 

security number contained in that record. 

  

The Clerk-Recorder would only make available the public record version of that record and disclose 

the official record only in response to a subpoena or court order. 

 

“Every page of each document will be examined by the truncation program, without any exception,” 

said County Clerk-Recorder Gina Alcomendras. “The program that will be developed would detect if 

there is a social security number in a document page and will either obscure or darken the first five 

digits of the social security number, so people will not be able to see them. It is an added security to 

protect the constituents of Santa Clara County.” 

 

Just last year, the County processed 490,000 documents.  Based on the number of documents recorded 

in previous years, the County Clerk-Recorder estimates revenue in the amount of approximately 

$220,000 for the remainder of FY 2008. The annualized amount for FY 2009 is estimated to be 

$400,000. 
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